
To Our Clients & Community,

Fifteen years ago, I built and introduced SuperKick Sports Complex to the Central Ohio community to
provide soccer and sports performance programming in a best-in-class facility that was unlike any other
in the region. The vision was simple; to provide a professional and positive training environment
dedicated to helping soccer players of all ages and abilities, teams, schools, and clubs to improve their
skills and achieve their goals through innovative, challenging, and fun programming.

Over time, the vision evolved, expanded, and improved to include club operations through the
acquisition of Classics Eagles Soccer Club and the introduction of Barca Academy Columbus. In addition,
we proudly served as the official indoor training facility for Columbus Crew for 14 seasons, and we
remain as a Crew Corporate Partner and an inaugural member of the Crew Youth Network. With your
support and through the efforts of our dedicated team, we are proud to have delivered on this vision
while always striving to evolve and improve.

We recently met a company that uses a first-of-its-kind technology to drive rapid soccer improvement
and we knew this technology would take our community’s soccer development to the next level. Today,
we are excited to share with you that SuperKick has joined forces with TOCA Football and over the
coming months, the facility will transition to become TOCA Soccer Center - Columbus!

We are excited to have TOCA usher SuperKick into a new era of exciting growth by introducing this
proprietary and game-changing soccer training technology to the Central Ohio soccer community.

TOCA is the largest indoor soccer center operator in North America, with 26 centers to date. TOCA also
operates TOCA Social, the world’s first interactive soccer and dining experience combining immersive gaming
and world-class food and drink. The first TOCA Social is operating with overwhelming success in London, and
the first US-based TOCA Social will open in Dallas in 2023. TOCA’s Board is led by Erik Anderson, former
Executive Chairman and CEO of Topgolf; Soccer Hall of Famer Abby Wambach; TOCA Founder and former U.S.
Men's National Team player Eddie Lewis; and former NFL marketing executive Julie Haddon. Under their
executive team’s leadership and with the board’s support, TOCA is growing rapidly and will be in every major
city in North America in the coming years.

As we move forward with TOCA to create a next-level experience, the Classics Eagles and Barca
Academy club soccer programs will continue without interruption. The SuperKick owner group of
myself, Brian Smith, Mike Lentz, and Tony Earp, along with the entire team of Directors, Coaches and
Staff will stay on as committed members of the team and will provide continuity, communication, and
support for our clients and programs. In addition, later in the year, TOCA will introduce TOCA Training,
their first-of-its-kind, next-generation soccer training as well as TOCA Strikers, their soccer classes for
kids starting at 18 months, with even more exciting new programs to follow.

We are grateful for your support, as we could not present this opportunity without it, and we are
excited to continue this journey with you to deliver outstanding solutions and service.

Sincerely,

Jim Waters
CEO & Founder

https://www.tocafootball.com/
https://toca.social/

